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We would like to acknowledge that the Gardiner Expressway operates on the treaty lands of the
Mississaugas of the Credit and the traditional territory of the Huron-Wendat, the Haudenosaunee,
the Métis, and many other Indigenous nations.
Toronto is now home to many diverse Indigenous people. We recognize them as the past, present
and future caretakers of this land. We would like to pay our respects to all who have gathered and
will continue to gather in this place. We are grateful to have the opportunity to work together to
care for this land and act as stewards of these spaces.
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Figure 1: View of Gardiner Expressway
looking east from above Fort York
UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Our relationship to civic infrastructure, like bridges, roads, subways and
highways, is complex. Often these vital systems are taken for granted
and understood as immutable - static features from some foregone past.
In as much as infrastructure provides the foundations for the ongoing
operations of daily life and activity in the city, these structures are
generally assumed as a fait accompli – monolithic in scale, either to be
repaired if still essential or removed if outdated, but rarely modified to
suit new purposes or adapted for a changing context.

The Under Gardiner Public Realm Plan (Under Gardiner PRP) presents
an exciting opportunity to build upon the larger waterfront revitalization
effort and the Gardiner rehabilitation project. It is a chance to develop
an inclusive process, involving multiple public and private stakeholders,
and demonstrate the potential of the Under Gardiner to become an
integral part of the larger downtown public realm.
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The cultural dimension of our relationship to infrastructure, as a
reflection of societal priorities, is also rarely contended with in planning
policy. As our cities become ever more layered and serve a broader
range of needs, we must ask our physical infrastructure to do more – to
address the existential and intertwined challenges of regional mobility,
rising socio-economic inequality, climate change, public health, and
access to community services and amenities which enable quality of
life.
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1.1 Study Overview
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The Under Gardiner PRP challenges the way that we relate to large
scale mid-century public infrastructure systems like the Gardiner
Expressway and demonstrates how these structures can evolve in
response to new and pressing urban needs and opportunities. The
report outlines the development of the Under Gardiner PRP, which
identifies and aligns with critical work being done at the scale of the
city, while re-centering landscape and public realm in the context of an
elevated urban expressway.

For better or worse, the Gardiner is one the defining features of
Toronto’s built environment. As a piece of infrastructure, it is massive
in scale, stretching some 17km from the end to end, with a 6.5km
elevated portion that rises 15m at its highest point, effectively a
bridge for cars traversing the heart of the city, and currently provides
a physical and psychological barrier. The adaptive reuse of the space
under the Gardiner to date demonstrates that the physical barrier can
be overcome between the downtown core and Lake Ontario.

Figure 2: Expressway overhead, The Bentway (Phase 1) and active community
recreation below.
UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN
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Today we are at a pivotal moment in the history, and future, of the
Gardiner Expressway. Through a once-in-a-generation rehabilitation
and realignment (which will take 12 years and significant municipal
investment to complete), we are re-committing to the importance of
this transportation conduit for the city and Greater Golden Horseshoe
region. Through this work we have an opportunity to not only repair and
improve, but to re-imagine and reposition, to fundamentally change
our relationship to this piece of infrastructure and make it work for a
broader public.
The context and circumstances surrounding the City’s waterfront have
changed dramatically since the Gardiner was first built in the 1950’s
and 60’s. This is the moment to reveal new possibilities of how this
structure can serve the needs of our contemporary city; to balance
regional mobility against local priorities and access to Lake Ontario.

Figure 3: Waterfront ReConnect 2019, Rees Street.
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The Under Gardiner Public Realm Plan strives to shift the perception
and functionality of the Under Gardiner along four major axes:

The Under Gardiner as Connector will:
• Maximize the impact of multi-level governmental infrastructure
investment by providing active transportation links to major transit
hubs, current and future (the Ontario Line Exhibition and East Harbour
Stations, Billy Bishop Airport, Union Station etc.);
• Support a robust and interconnected active transportation network,
providing a relief to the well used waterfront trail and new links
between downtown neighbourhoods;
• Improve safety, access to, and quality of experience along Lake Shore
Boulevard;
• Prioritize safety and accessibility for all within the public realm.

The Under Gardiner as Gateway will:
• Mitigate the perceived barrier between the City and the Waterfront,
including key attractions and green spaces along Queens Quay, and
Lake Ontario;
• Provide access to major civic public realm projects including Quayside,
the Port Lands, Bathurst Quay, Exhibition Place, Harbourfront Centre;
• Prioritize safety and accessibility for all within the public realm.

Figure 4: Lower Simcoe Street and Lake Shore Boulevard; for pedestrians and
cyclists, crossing the Gardiner presents a barrier between significant cultural
destinations.
UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN
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The Under Gardiner as Destination will:
• Support the City’s objectives for tourism, public art, culture, and
recreation;
• Expand on the precedent of The Bentway Phase 1 as the proof of
concept for adaptive/active re-use of public space;
• Help to support Parks, Forestry and Recreation's acquisition priorities;
• Reinforce the objectives of the Shoreline Stitch as articulated in
the Downtown Secondary Plan and TOcore Downtown Parks & Public
Realm Study;
• Prioritize the landscape itself as infrastructure and seek to restore
equilibrium among natural systems.
The Under Gardiner as a model for Hybrid Infrastructure will:
• Set a new international standard for integrated infrastructure/public
realm construction and use;
• Reconcile maintenance and operations for the active highway above
and public space below;
• Investigate strategies for the Gardiner as a new productive asset
addressing the threats of climate change;
• Maximize the impact of infrastructure investment and seek out
opportunities to address broad policy objectives.

Figure 5: Strachan Gate, The Bentway (Phase 1); an example of hybrid
infrastructure and the potential to create public space destinations below the
highway.
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1.2 City & Bentway Partnership Structure

To support the realization of the project goals, direction to pursue this
project in collaboration with City Staff comes from a members motion
(MM24.18) passed at City Council.
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The Bentway Conservancy and the City of Toronto are committed to
the development of a Public Realm Plan for the Gardiner Expressway
corridor. This joint effort between City staff and the Conservancy
represents the collaboration of subject matter expertise, bringing
together diverse perspectives on how these spaces and structures
perform in the public realm and what ends they serve.

The Bentway’s perspective is informed by past experience in planning,
programming, operating and animating what had commonly been
understood as residual space below the highway. Today The Bentway
is an internationally recognized exemple of active re-use and hybrid
infrastructure.
As the asset owners responsible for the maintenance and upkeep of
the Gardiner Expressway itself as well as Lake Shore below, the City
of Toronto is able to facilitate interdepartmental collaborations to find
practical solutions to complex problems.

UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN

On September 30, 2020, Toronto City Council adopted the following
recommendations put forward by Councillor Joe Cressy (seconded by
Councillor Mike Layton):
1. City Council request the Chief Planner and Executive Director, City
Planning, the General Manager, Transportation Services, the General
Manager, Parks Forestry and Recreation, the General Manager, Economic
Development and Culture and the Director, Toronto Office of Partnerships
to review The Bentway Conservancy's Under Gardiner Plan proposal
and consider which aspects of the proposal are aligned with City plans,
policies and programs and which could be realized through planning
and development applications/approvals, rehabilitation/maintenance
programs related to City roads, sidewalks and related infrastructure, and
capital programs related to public realm improvement.
2. City Council request the General Manager, Transportation Services and
the Chief Engineer and Executive Director, Engineering and Construction
Services to meet with The Bentway Conservancy in Fall 2020 to develop
an updated framework by Spring 2021 for how Gardiner maintenance
programs/protocols can be optimized to facilitate the programming of
renewed public spaces beneath the Gardiner, including The Bentway.
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The partnership between the City and The Bentway will leverage the City’s administrative capacity and institutional knowledge against The
Bentway’s practical experience working under the Gardiner. The Conservancy’s nimble, innovative approach to stewardship and programming
will add new agilities to this once-in-a-city effort.
The Under Gardiner PRP and partnership will be supported by the following governance structure and phased approach:
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Primary Project Team:
The Bentway Conservancy;
City of Toronto Urban Design; and
City of Toronto Waterfront Secretariat

Bentway Design Advisory:
PUBLIC WORK - Urban Design and Landscape Architecture
Two Row Architects – Indigenous Design and Cultural Planning
Transsolar – Climate Change Resilience and Outdoor Comfort
Third Party Public - Public Consultation and Engagment

Technical Advisory Committee (TAC):
ECS Bridges Structures, and Expressways;
Strategic Initiatives Policy and Analysis;
Transportation Services: Major Projects; and
Toronto Parks, Forestry and Recreation Division
Leadership Team:
Transportation Services Project Design & Management;
Parks Development and Capital Projects;
Arts & Culture Services;
Community Planning;
Waterfront Secretariat; and
BIA Office

Figure 6: Process Diagram indicating major milestones and project phases.
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1.3 Problem/Opportunity Statement

Designed for a car-centric era, Toronto’s Gardiner Expressway has
long served as a street-level barrier between the City’s core and a
blossoming waterfront. The Under Gardiner PRP presents analysis
and recommendations that will inform public realm considerations as
we re-commit to, rehabilitate and reconstruct portions of this civic
infrastructure system, such that it continues to play a central role
supporting economic vitality and connectivity throughout the broader
Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area (GTHA).

Toronto is contending with the implications of existing transportation
and land use plans in the context of safety concerns and the global
climate crisis. Since 2016 the City of Toronto has made a commitment
to significantly reduce traffic-related fatalities and serious injuries,
part of the growing Vision Zero movement, which seeks to prioritize
the safety of vulnerable road users like pedestrians and cyclists. In
parallel, as a response to the 2018 United Nations Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change, City Council unanimously voted to declare
a climate emergency. The Under Gardiner PRP will build upon these
City commitments through targeted design recommendations that
address pressing safety and environmental issues. The Under Gardiner
PRP will build upon these City commitments through targeted design
recommendations that address pressing safety and environmental
issues.
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Three questions central to the Under Gardiner Public Realm Plan are:

1. What if our infrastructure solutions were able to support multiple
objectives to achieve disparate ends of pedestrian access and
automotive mobility; sustainability and ecosystem remediation; and
aesthetic appeal?
As we continue to reinvest in a piece of automobile infrastructure from
the 1950’s, we must respond to present-day imperatives and re-evaluate
the Gardiner’s founding principles. We can enhance and improve on the
legacy of high-modernist ideals by ensuring that as we responding to
the current social, physical, economic and environmental context and
acknowledging that the City has changed dramatically.

2. How can we support resiliency, transit investment and
environmental remediation through active transportation and
pedestrian-oriented infrastructure?
UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN

3. As Toronto and cities everywhere look towards the post-COVID
era, how can strategic investment in under-Gradiner spaces help
drive recovery efforts?
COVID-19 has demonstrated the pressing need for equitable access to
public space, especially in dense downtown neighbourhoods, and the
essential role it will play in Toronto’s recovery and rebuild. The need for
this coordinated effort now is even greater. The under-Gardiner spaces
will play a critical role in supporting the City’s parks and public realm
acquisition goals.
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Figure 7: The Gardiner Expressway represented within the regional context.
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2.0

THE STUDY AREA

Conceived of in the late 1940s, constructed between 1955-1966, the
Gardiner Expressway is a marvel of mid-century infrastructure. Singular
in its intent and objective - to provide a direct conduit for goods and
materials, otherwise bypassing the city itself in service of mobility - the
Gardiner is a physical embodiment of high-modernist ideals. It offered
a technological solution to the perceived “problem of the city”, one
that simplified the social complexity of its location and ignored the
deep history of its place.

The primary study area for the Under Gardiner Public Realm Plan is the
portion from Dufferin Street to Yonge Street, with a secondary study
area extending between Yonge Street and the Don River.

DRAFT

Today, the Gardiner Expressway is, and will remain, a major artery in
and out Toronto. On a normal weekday, 140,000 vehicles travel along its
length. The elevated portion of the expressway stretches some 6.5km
through the heart of the City, through the entire downtown area. From a
regional perspective the Gardiner represents an essential connection
between the sprawling communities of the Greater Golden Horseshoe
Area and the core of the city itself. Locally the Gardiner has cut a
physical and psychological barrier between the fabric of the city and
arguably the City’s single greatest natural asset, Lake Ontario.

The Gardiner represents a crucial juncture within the regional
transportation system, connecting the Queen Elizabeth Way and 427
highways in Etobicoke to the to the Don Valley Parkway in the heart
of Toronto’s downtown core. The elevated portion of the Gardiner
Expressway extends from Dufferin Street to the Don River. The eastern
extent of the Gardiner Corridor is the site of multiple large scale,
overlapping infrastructure investments.

UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN

Within the primary study area the intent is to establish corridor-wide
systems that enhance the public experience (safety, ecology, water
management, social infrastructure, lighting, wayfinding); identify key
projects; propose preliminary deisgn concepts and prioritization for new
projects tied to City plans; and explore strategies for implementation.
Recomendations for the secondary study area will focus on corridor
wide systems as well as recomendaions to support existing projects
with approved Environemntal Assessments that are already included in
the City's 10 year capital Plan.
In considering the future in these areas, it is important to ground our
perspective in a historical context, because though the circumstances
may have changed, some things remain constant: access to Lake
Ontario is one of the most significant geographic assets in the region.
The growth of our prosperous city can be mapped by its impact on the
shoreline itself over the generations, gradually pushing the lake further
away, reclaiming dry land for the railroads, warehouses, highways and
homes of our city today and for generations in the future.
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Figure 8: Under Gardiner Public Realm Plan Study Area

Legend
Elevated portion of
Gardiner Expressway
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2.1 Site History
Pre and Post Colonization
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The Gardiner Expressway is located on the treaty lands of the
Mississaugas of the Credit and the traditional territory of the HuronWendat, the Haudenosaunee, the Métis, and many other Indigenous
nations.

Unde
of thi
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Prior to first contact and subsequent colonization, Toronto’s waterfront
was an important junction for trade by Indigenous peoples. The
waterfront’s location and features differed dramatically from the
shoreline of today. Over thousands of years, the receding Laurentide
Ice Sheet gave way to the the formation of Lake Ontario and rich lands.
The changing landscape was home to many Indigenous peoples whose
complex cultures, economies, and relationships to the land and each
other ensured that a variety of different languages, stories, beliefs, and
traditions remain relevant to the lands now occupied by the Gardiner
Expressway.
The waterfront’s location and features differed dramatically from the
shoreline of today. Successive infill projects have pushed the shoreline
back into the lake itself, a result of the colonial settler drive to conquer
and control the natural environment. The lands of the historic shoreline
between what is now Dufferin Street and Don River are covered by
Treaty 13, signed with the Mississaugas of the Credit in 1805, itself
a re-negation of the Toronto Purchase. West of Bathurst Street, the
shoreline was a forested area that ran roughly parallel to the southern
limits of Fort York Boulevard. To the east toward where the elevated
portion of the Gardiner meets the Don Valley today was one of the
largest wetland habitats on the Great Lakes.
UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN

Figure 9: The territory we know as Toronto, has been an important meeting place, and
home to many diverse peoples for countless generations. This has always been a site
of dynamic change, resources and diversity.
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In the pursuit of growth and development the city has attempted to
conquer the environment. Vast swaths of waterways, wetlands habitats,
dense vegetation, and ecological highways have been bulldozed, buried
and paved over rendering these vital elements of a resilient ecosystem
long forgotten.

In considering the future of our place on these shores, we must ask
how our shift toward hybrid infrastructure will incorporate Indigenous
knowledge systems; how can the Under Gardiner PRP provide
opportunities for ongoing education, place-keeping and consultation?
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Figure 10: Mapping the lost waterways and changing shoreline of Lake Ontario.
Understanding the dynamic nature of this location, and relationship to the
water and land is imperative for this work. (Source: The Canadian Historical GIS
Partnership Development Project, on behalf of the Lost Rivers of Toronto Project)

Toronto's Lost Rivers and Waterways
pre 1802
1827-1848
1851-1868
1872-1889

1890-1894
1901-1910
1913-1918
1921

1927
1931-1932
1937-1942
1949

1882 Shoreline
TRCA Watershed
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Mid-Century Toronto
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"The future of the Gardiner Expressway has been the subject
of study since its construction in the 1950s and 1960s. The
Frederick G. Gardiner Expressway was built at a time when
Toronto‘s central waterfront was not a civic waterfront
destination as it exists today, but rather considered a heavy
industrial area and transportation corridor, providing the City
with goods and materials."
Gardiner Expressway and Lake Shore Boulevard
Environmental Assessment and Urban Design Study
Dillon Consulting and Waterfront Toronto, 2016

Reconfiguration

Planning and design considerations for what would eventually become
the Gardiner Expressway began in the late 1940’s, one of many urban
expressway projects that became popular throughout North-America
in the post-war era. In 1947 an initial proposal was put forward to
construct a waterfront expressway along the industrial rail corridor
between the Humber and Don Rivers to service what was then a tangle
of rail yards and heavy industrial uses along the waters edge with
goods, labour and materials. Construction of the elevated portion of
the expressway began in earnest in 1955 and, by 1962, the highway
was completed. Even then the Gardiner Expressway was a divisive
project with some hailing the highway as a technocratic remedy for
the congestion that was already an issue facing commuters, and
others raising concerns about the physical, social, and environmental
implications.

Figure 11: View southeast from above Fort York. Gardiner Expressway Construction,
1958 City of Toronto Archives, Ser. 3, File 198, It. 1
UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN
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The evolution of the immediate context has been dramatic. In the
1950’s Toronto’s waterfront was a predominantly industrial landscape
built on lakefill. The originally planned route of the highway was rerouted to preserve the Fort York National Historic Site, but the lands
which are currently home to thousands of jobs and residents, vibrant
mixed-use vertical communities like City Place, the South Core, and
East Bayfront were formerly rail yards and heavy industrial districts.

when the adjacent land uses were rail yards, warehouses, and
surface parking lots, but today this is the front door the biggest city
in Canada, and one of the fastest growing cities in North America.
Surrounded by vibrant communities, thriving commercial districts
and many preeminent cultural and recreational destinations, it is
time invest in the public realm below the highway deck, the Under
Gardiner, to respond to the optimism and promise of the present day.

The prevailing planning ideology of the time in North America was to
address perceived societal ills – including the affects of industry on
air pollution and quality of life - with a tabula rasa approach and hard
infrastructure. The construction of the Gardiner itself, and the urban
exodus that it and similar expressways enabled is an expression of
the apparent ‘solution’ to the growing contractions of North American
urbanism through the mid-twentieth century. Fortunately, Toronto did
not divest itself so completely from its downtown, and in hindsight
we can see that the consistent commitment to and investment in the
downtown core has resulted in the highly desirable communities and
neighbourhoods that so many call home.
The transformation of former rail yards to dense high-rise
neighbourhoods is itself a testament to the triumph of the City, yet
elements of the mid-century automotive infrastructure, like the
Gardiner Expressway, cut through these waterfront communities
as if the surrounding land was still predominantly industrial. An
elevated highway, the Gardiner Expressway, stacked above a six-lane
highspeed arterial, Lake Shore Boulevard, may have been appropriate

Figure 12: View of the Gardiner Expressway looking west over the rail
yards. Toronto Star Archives, Jeff Goode, 1969
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Toronto Today
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Today the elevated portion of the Gardiner Expressway stretches
across the full length of the downtown core through numerous vibrant
neighbourhoods, communities, employment areas and commercial
districts.

Starting in the west, at Dufferin Street, the Under Gardiner and rail
corridors are effectively the threshold between Liberty Village and
Exhibition Place. Continuing east, the Under Gardiner diverges from
the rail lines, dips south past Historic Fort York and the Bentway Phase
1 site, before Lake Shore Boulevard folds under the elevated highway
deck creating a barrier between the CityPlace and Bathurst Quay
neighbourhoods.

This swath of stacked roadways cuts through the heart of the Central
Waterfront, a barrier that is further enhanced by the close proximity
of tall, and non-porous facades that flank from the north and south.
West of Yonge Street, Lake Shore Boulevard swings back north to
butt up against the rail corridor again as this combined transportation
corridor separates the St. Lawrence neighbourhood from the emerging
communities of the East Bayfront. At the eastern extent of the corridor
the elevated highway runs between the West Don Lands and Port
Lands, parallel to the Keating Channel and mouth of the Don River as
the highway turns north to merge with the Don Valley Parkway.

UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN

Figure 13: View west over former rail lands and vertical communities of City Place
adjacent to the Gardiner Expressway, 2021.
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Figure 14: Major Corridors, Cultural Anchors and Heritage Destinations
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Despite the many communities and destinations in proximity to and
under the Gardiner there are some very real constraints and practical
considerations inherent to the operations and upkeep of the Gardiner
today. Distinct from other similar infrastructure adaptive re-use efforts,
the High-Line in New York City being the preeminent example, activating
the Under Gardiner is a fundamentally different exercise.
This is not about the re-purposing of a defunct or derelict piece of
infrastructure. Simply put the Gardiner Corridor is, and will remain,
an active transportation system. In practical terms any effort to
introduce supportive measures to increase active transportation,
cultural programming or recreation uses along the Under Gardiner must
contend with traffic and safety considerations; rain and stormwater
management; lighting, and acoustic conditions which combine to
create an unpleasant pedestrian environment.
While there is a diversity of building types and housing tenures within
Gardiner-adjacent neighbourhoods, these are predominantly highdensity vertical communities, which means that without the benefit
of backyards, residents rely on the public realm for local outdoor

UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN

recreation and amenity. The vital importance of access to the outdoors,
as a place for community, relationship-building, commercial activity and
mental health (which has been made abundantly clear in the context
of the COVID-19 pandemic) only underscores the necessity of a welldesigned, accessible network of parks and public realm for residents.
Beyond the immediately adjacent communities, the Under Gardiner
could also become a significant cultural corridor connecting a number
of cultural institutions and recreational destinations of regional
significance (current and future), including: BMO Field, Exhibition Place,
the Wellington Destructor, the Scotiabank Arena, CN Tower, Rogers
Centre, Ripley’s Aquarium of Canada, Harbourfront Centre, Power Plant
Contemporary Art Gallery, and the Distillery District.
In addition to audiences of these cultural anchors and those who
populate the towers that flank the highway, we must recognize there
are many who have turned to the space below this elevated highway as
a place of refuge and shelter.
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“The culture of homeless people deserves to be revered, illuminated
and amplified in public spaces.”
Sue Cohen, Artist and Program Coordinator: Sketch Working Arts

In considering the Under Gardiner’s distinct patterns of use it is
important to acknowledge that in the face of dire circumstances,
people have created informal networks of self reliance and mutual aid.
Transient communities of unhoused Torontonians have made home and
community ‘under the bridge’ below the underpasses and overlooked
corners of the Gardiner Expressway. In contemplating the past, present
and future of the Gardiner Expressway, there is a recognition that
growth has been uneven in the city, despite the wealth and prosperity
of our city.
If we are committed to a just and equitable society, we must understand
the needs and aspirations of all our fellow citizens and learn from
this critical stakeholder group that is too often forgotten or left out.
The Under Gardiner PRP must make space to recognize and elevate
the experiences of those who have survived homelessness under
the Gardiner Expressway. This is an opportunity to strive for a more
compassionate and equitable future.

Figure 16:
15: Detail of the Hear Us oral history and soundscape installation at The
Bentway, part of the Reconstructions of Home series by Sketch Working Arts,
2021.
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Toronto of Tomorrow
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To inform the Under Gardiner Public Realm Plan we must contend with
the present conditions but do so in anticipation of the future city. In
the same way that the decisions of the 1950’s left us with this vital
infrastructure, as has been demonstrated, conditions and context
invariably change. One of the paradoxes of planning and urbanism as a
field of study and policymaking is that it is constantly chasing a moving
target; the city is forever a work in progress.
Planning strives to articulate the needs of the future city, while we
manage the needs of the current city, which, in some cases more than
others, is to contend with the physical legacy of decisions and priorities
of past generations. This is particularly so of the exercise at hand; an
attempt to find a balance that repsonds to the past and present, while
investing in the systems that will determine the shape and form of our
future city.

Looking to the future we can expect that Toronto will remain a primary
destination for investment and intensification. Provincial population
modeling projects that the Greater Toronto Area will increase by more
than 40% by 2046 approaching a projected population of nearly 10
million. Furthermore “A Place To Grow”, the provincial Growth Plan for
the Greater Golden Horseshoe, identifies Urban Growth Centres, such
as the Toronto’s downtown core, and prescribes a combined density
target of 400 people and jobs per hectare.

UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN

As the City of Toronto prepares to accommodate this increased density,
we must make the most of available public space. At the same time
the risks associated with the impacts of climate change, locally
by way of more extreme weather events, and internationally due to
climate displacement will only further exacerbate the challenges and
underscore the need to plan for resilience.
Managing outdoor comfort in future climate scenarios remains a
critical component of urban densification, growth and changes in
weather patterns. As the demand on spatial conditioning (both interior
and exterior) rises, the need to address urban heat islands (resulting
from dense urban fabric that is not able to effectively dissipate solar
radiation), and heat waves (caused by general increases in temperature
and humidity) is prompting us to think differently about how existing
shared public spaces and infrastructure can better serve us. While the
future sees a drastic decrease in the number of days per year that would
be considered comfortable, there is opportunity to manipulate these
conditions through design resulting in extended shoulder seasons and
increased comfort at the extremes.
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Expected changes in weather patterns and extreme weather events
projected by climate change scenarios for the City of Toronto are
summarized below. This analysis is based on historical climate data
collected at Pearson International Airport. Projections assume an
average future scenario with 3°C up to 4°C increase in temperatures
compared to pre-industrial levels.
Key predictions for Toronto’s future climate include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An increase in projected average summer temperatures by 3.8 °C
An increase in extreme daily minimum temperatures by 13 °C
An increase in the number of days above 20 °C from 133 to 160
An increase in the number of days above 0 °C by 16%
An increase in the number of “heat waves” (i.e. events with more
than 3 consecutive days of temperatures greater than 32°C) from
an average of 0.57 occurrences per year to 5 occurrences per year
An increase in the number of days requiring air conditioning from
10 to180
A decrease in the number days requiring extra heating from 440 to
60
Slightly more precipitation overall, with the highest increases
expected for the months of July (+80%) and August (+50%)
A smaller number of storm events, but an increase in the amount of
precipitation in these events
A threefold increase in extreme daily rainfall in the month of June.

Figure 17: Projected days of extreme heat in Toronto per year. Historical climate
data based data collected from the Pearson International airport, projected with
an assumed average future scenario with 3°C up to 4°C increase in temperatures
compared to pre-industrial levels. Source: Transsolar climate and context
bacground analysis.
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A deep and holistic understanding of the key parameters that impact
outdoor human comfort allows for the design of urban spaces where
outdoor activities can be maximized all year around.
As we look toward the uncertainties of the future we must commit to
addressing the pressures and priorities of today: to create equitable
access to an inclusive public realm, to engage Lake Ontario as a vibrant
part of the city, to support new ways of using of public space, to address
the climate crises and to create a new positive identity for the Gardiner
Expressway. Just because the Gardiner Expressway has served as a
barrier does not mean that it must always be so.
In recommitting to the Gardiner Expressway, in particular to the public
realm, the City of Toronto is in the position to set a new baseline that
supports ongoing prosperity, stewardship and resilience.

Figure 18: Parameters impacting outdoor comfort.

UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN
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Figure 19: View of Gardiner columns and
storm drains that manage run-off from the
road deck above

DRAFT
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The neighbourhoods adjacent to the Gardiner continue to develop
rapidly as predominantly residential mixed communities proliferate
along the length of the corridor. As development continues, and the
remaining available properties along the Under Gardiner are built out,
the public realm is under unprecedented strain due to the cumulative
impact of residential growth. As the neighborhoods intensify there is
more volume and demand on transportation and road infrastructure,
at the same time as increased competition for amenity and social
infrastructure. The Greater Toronto Area is the fastest growing region
in the Province and is a projected to grow by nearly 3 million people, or
40.9%, over the next 25 years, from approximately 7 million in 2020 to
almost 10 million by 2046. The need to accommodate an ever-increasing
diversity of users and needs means that we must seek out the most
effective use of available resources. Especially in the core, the space
is simply too valuable to ignore the latent public realm opportunities
along the Under Gardiner.

The tables in the following section provide a snapshot in time (04/2021)
of the proposed development along the corridor in the coming years.
As the area continues to transform with ever increasing diversity of
residents and user groups continued investment in the public realm
will ensure these spaces evolve proportionally.

Figure 20: Map of proposed and approved developments along the Gardiner
Corridor.
UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN
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3.0

MUNICIPAL INITIATIVES

3.1 Gaps & Alignments: Policy Overview
To ground the analysis and recommendations regarding the Under
Gardiner PRP, a detailed review of the relevant policies and municipal
plans was conducted. This initial study of the planning policies considered
municipal strategies and policy frameworks, planning and urban design
guidelines, as well as other non-statutory plans and reports such as BIA
initiated master plan studies.
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The following tables provide an overview of the documents surveyed
and key observations.

UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN
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Policy Overview: Municipal Plans, Strategies and Guidelines
Policy Document
Official Plan

Secondary
Plans

Establishes a strategic vision and guide for development, land use planning, transit and environmental outcomes in the City of
Toronto.

• The Under Gardiner PRP framework objectives align
with and contribute to the objectives outlined in the
Official Plan, including improved mobility, connectivity,
accessibility, growth of local economic development and
cultural diversity of Downtown Toronto.

Downtown Secondary Plan

A 25-year vision that establishes a direction for economic growth, sustain livability and to achieve complete communities in the
downtown core.

Railway East, Central and
West Secondary Plans

Seeks to minimize the barrier effect of the roads and rail corridor of the east, central and west Railway Lands to the Waterfront.

• More recent work on the Downtown Secondary Plan
identifies Under Gardiner Corridor as a priority for public
realm improvements as part of the Shoreline Stitch.

Central Waterfront
Secondary Plan

Built on four key principles of removing barriers and making connections, building a network of spectacular waterfront parks
and public spaces, promoting clean and green environments, and creating dynamic and diverse communities, this 30-year plan
seeks to revitalize Toronto’s Waterfront.

Garrison Common North
Secondary Plan
King-Spadina Secondary
Plan
King-Parliament Secondary
Plan
Growing Up: Planning for
Children in New Vertical
Communities
Complete Streets Guidelines
Accessibility Design
Guidelines
Green Street Technical
Design Guidelines

City Wide
Strategies

Key Findings

City of Toronto Official Plan
(2019)

Fort York Neighbourhood
Secondary Plan

Municipal
Design
Guidelines

Scope & Objective

• Two-dimensional mapping in Official Plan schedules
provides an overly simplistic single-purpose perspective
of the Gardiner Corridor.
• Secondary Plans view Gardiner Expressway as an edge
condition and a liability to mitigate. Most do not extend to
include the Gardiner Corridor.
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Recognizing the significance of the Fort York and the Fort York Heritage District (HCD), this plan supports the creation of a
mixed use neighbourhood with enhanced transit, pedestrian and cycling routes and street systems.

The Garrison Common North Secondary Plan seeks to integrate into an established City fabric through supporting a mix of land
uses and a range of housing types with a focus on community services and facilities.
This plan seeks to attract new investment to the King-Spadina Area, completed by a mixture of compatible land uses with the
flexibility to evolve with the neighbourhood.

Aims to support the investment in and growth of a diverse mix of uses in the area, and encourages the retention and re-use of
existing and heritage buildings to preserve the character of the King-Parliament area, Corktown and the West Don Lands.

Guidelines intended to support new mid-rise and tall buildings to encourage social interaction and accommodate facilities with
an emphasis on children
Builds on existing city policies to and provides supportive street design guidelines to improve safety, accessibility and
experience for all road users.
Used to conduct accessibility audits and to inform development plans to work towards a barrier free city for all.

• Opportunity to encourage adaptive re-use and artistic
programming of public infrastructure.
• Opportunity to engage youth and vulnerable people, and
attract investment in low-income areas.
• Opportunity to integrate elevated infrastructure as
a new street typology to achieve complete street
objectives.

Guidelines, standards and tools for the planning, design, integration and maintenance of green infrastructure options in the city.

Vision Zero

A 5-year action plan and initiative to reduce traffic-related fatalities and serious injuries (2017-2021). The plan includes over 50
safety measures to be implemented across the City.

Parks and Recreation
Facilities Master Plan

Plan to guide decision-making and investment in parks and recreation facilities owned by the City, over the next 20-years.

Toronto Public Art Strategy

A 10-year public art procurement strategy, supported by 21 actions centred around creativity and community across the City.

Senior’s Strategy 2.0

A set of 27 recommendations that work towards addressing seniors health, housing, transportation, employment and income
and access to information.

Youth Equity Strategy

This strategy identifies recommendations on how to address equitable access to comprehensive support on 28 key issues
confronting youth.

Poverty Reduction Strategy

A 20-year plan that focuses on housing stability, services access, transit equity, food access, the quality of jobs and incomes,
and systemic change.

Healthy Toronto by Design

A acts as a challenge to local government to create healthier built environments.

• Guidelines and strategies target critical issues facing the
City aligned with the Under Gardiner Framework, including
safety and accessibility, multi-modal travel, access to
parks and recreation, and a response to climate change.
• Opportunities to align with parks and recreation facilities
are unclear.
• Spatial opportunities and appropriate oversight bodies
for public art unclear.
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Policy Overview: Downtown Plans, Strategies and Policies
Policy Document
Downtown
Strategies &
Plans

Scope & Objective

Downtown Parks and
Public Realm Plan

Infrastructure-related strategies were developed to support the implementation of
the Downtown Plan and ensure infrastructure planning is aligned with long-term
growth.

Downtown Mobility
Strategy

Building on City wide transportation initiatives including Vision Zero Road Safety
Plan and the 10-Year Cycling Network Plan, this strategy outlines actions that work
together with the Downtown Parks and Public Realm Plan to help align infrastructure
planning with long-term growth.

Key Findings
• The Shoreline Stitch is a strategy that seeks to re-imagine the form and identity of the public realm. The
concept is formalized through policy in the Downtown Secondary Plan.
• Opportunity to provide parks and public spaces to support downtown area, which has significant challenges for
parkland acquisition.
• The Downtown Mobility Strategy aligns with the Downtown Parks and Public Realm Plan to coordinate long-term
growth. Priority actions include complete streets that accommodate multi-modal travel.
• Opportunity to enhance connections to and from the waterfront and remove physical and psychological barriers
to access. Additionally, this is an opportunity to advance city mobility objectives and to introduce safety and
accessibility improvements.

Area Specific
Plans

Lake Shore
Boulevard East
Public Realm Plan
(Jarvis Street to
Logan Avenue)

Developed in support of the Gardiner and Lake Shore Boulevard East EA approval
condition, this public realm plan provides design vision from Jarvis Street to Logan
Avenue.

• The Lake Shore Boulevard East Public Realm Plan is phased in coordination with the East Gardiner
rehabilitation. As the project moves through detailed design the City will explore opportunities for the
coordination of long-term public realm improvements to support future growth development.

Rail Corridor
Planning Study

Study provides a planning analysis and rationale in support of the proposed Rail Deck
Park Secondary Plan and related proposed amendments to the Railway Lands West,
Central and East Secondary Plans.

Bathurst Quay
Streetscape and
Public Realm Plan

This public realm plan will provide a long-term vision, and key recommendations for
public realm and transportation improvements, pedestrian and cycling connections
and facilities, open spaces and park facilities.

• Opportunity to develop a connected public realm under and around the Gardiner and integrate flex spaces for
staging and events (Next Place Plan).

Next Place Plan:
Exhibition Place
Proposal Report

This Phase 1 report is in support of developing a Master Plan for Exhibition Place,
which will work towards creating a place for innovation, entertainment and recreation,
it will act as a green destination and celebrate cultural heritage resources.

• Northeast connection to the Bentway and Fort York National Historic Site identified as a near term priority for a
gateway connection
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• The Rail Corridor Planning Study perpetuates the rhetoric of the rail corridor and Gardiner Expressway as
barriers that fragment the downtown, however it also identifies an opportunity to expand on and provide
innovative new public spaces under the Gardiner to support local residents, economic development, tourism and
cultural programming.

• Opportunity to increase and improve east-west connections for pedestrians and cyclists along the Gardiner
Corridor.
• Opportunity to expand network of community hubs in partnership with community groups and cultural
organizations along the waterfront.
• Gardiner still perceived as a barrier

Precinct Plans

Keating Channel
Precinct Plan

This plan articulates a strategy to develop a variety of built forms and architecture to
support a range of uses on the Keating Channel.

• Enhanced connections to new climate positive neighbourhoods and destinations, forming part of a larger
network of neighbourhoods and public spaces.

Villiers’s Island
Precinct Plan

Provides the strategies and guidelines for planning and design directions for
sustainability and climate positive design, the transportation network, public realm,
heritage, activity and uses, built form, and municipal infrastructure.

• Alignment on multi-functional design and environmental resilience objectives.
• Integration of nature and art into public spaces, having regard for heritage conservation and Indigenous culture.
• Direct relationship with the Gardiner, including dock wall tie backs that are integrated in the foundation of the
Gardiner columns, and open spaces forming part of the Channel Park located under the Gardiner.
• Colonnade provides opportunities for sheltered programmatic uses contributing to potential year-round use.

Site & Area
Specific
Policy

Site and Area
Specific Policy No.
181 Harbour front

SASP No. 181 prioritizes the waterfront and recognizes recreational opportunities.

• Provides specific, local policy direction, but does not include or reference the Gardiner despite adjacency.
• Opportunity to establish connections to the waterfront and recreational opportunities, prioritized through this
policy.
• Opportunity to explore a similar mechanism to implement the Under Gardiner Framework.

Infrastructure
Expansion
Plans

Ontario Line
(Exhibition and East
Harbour Stations
Areas)

A rapid transit that is currently being explored to provide a series of new stations
between Exhibition and the Science Centre.

• Opportunity to coordinate Under Gardiner initiatives in areas local to all new Major Transit Station Areas with
Municipal Comprehensive Review process.
• Opportunity to coordinate with Transit Expansion Office to include specification language in Ontario Line RFP or
information in Bid Team Data Room regarding the Under Gardiner Corridor Framework.
• Opportunity to coordinate with Transit Expansion Office and Metrolinx regarding active developments
associated with SmartTrack stations.

UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN
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Policy Overview: Development Guidelines, Heritage Conservation Districts, Community and BIA Initiatives
Policy Document
Development
Guidelines

Heritage
Conservation
District (HCD)
Plans

Scope & Objective

Fort York Neighbourhood
Public Realm Master
Plan and Architectural
Design Guidelines

Outlines the principles and overall vision for the Fort York
neighbourhood.

East Harbour Master
Plan

Forms the basis for the East Harbour zoning by-law and Official Plan
Amendment, and informs the future Plan of Subdivision and Site Plan
Approval applications.

Union Station HCD

Provides a comprehensive analysis and evaluation of the historical and
architectural character in order to identify the heritage character of the
area. It provides a direction on how to effectively protect and enhance
the heritage attributes.

St. Lawrence
Neighbourhood HCD
Plan

Provides policies and guidelines for development in the St. Lawrence
neighbourhood, and establishes the districts heritage attributes and
objectives, identifies typologies, sub-areas and contributing properties.

Distillery District HCD

Developed to understand the history, evolution, built fabric and public
realm in order to implement heritage protections under Section 40.(1) of
the Ontario Heritage Act.

Key Findings
• Opportunity to establish connections to new communities and animate the Under Gardiner interface to serve mutual
benefits.
• Opportunity to deliver a coordinated high quality public realm through new development and the Gardiner
reconfiguration process.
• Implementation of the redesigned Lake Shore Boulevard will be advanced through the City and Waterfront Toronto’s
design process associated with the Gardiner realignment.
• Opportunity to celebrate existing built heritage, balancing preservation, programming and innovative design.
• Lack of clarity on how to support change whilst maintaining and protecting heritage attributes and value.
• St. Lawrence Neighbourhood and Distillery District HCDs exclude the Gardiner from within their boundaries, despite
their proximity.
• Union Station HCD Plan encompasses a portion of the Gardiner, however it does not identify it as a heritage structure or
cultural landmark.
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• The community and stakeholder consultation summary for the Distillery District HCD Study identifies the potential for
the Gardiner to be re-conceived as a “Grand Street”.
• The Distillery District HCD recognizes the opportunity for enhanced views from the Gardiner to the Grist Mill and
Fermenting Cellar.

Community &
BIA Initiatives

Liberty Village BIA
Master Plan

Principles, guidelines and strategic recommendations for the immediate,
medium and long-term vision for planning and design initiatives in the
Liberty Village BIA

• Opportunities to partner with the various associations to support the implementation of public realm improvements
under the Gardiner in ways that align with mutual objectives.
• Opportunities include enhancing streetscapes at key points under the Gardiner, establishing linear parks and trails,
promoting businesses, art installations, mobility enhancements, access to planned and existing transit stations,
establishing gateways and wayfinding, and providing distinct year-round public spaces.
• Nearly all BIA plans express a desire for strong north-south connections.
• Nearly all BIAs treat the Gardiner as an edge, the exception being the City Place + Fort York BIA.

Policy Overview: Maintenance & Monitoring Plans

Policy Document
Environmental
Assessments
(EA’s)

Rehabilitation
Plans
Maintenance
Plans

Scope & Objective

Gardiner East/Lake Shore
Realignment EA

An integrated urban design study to evaluate the future of the
easternmost section of the Gardiner Expressway, the study started in
early 2009.

Lower Yonge EA

Waterfront Toronto and the City of Toronto have undertaken a Municipal
Class EA Study and Public Realm Concept for the Lower Yonge Precinct
Area, completed in 2018.

Gardiner Rehabilitation
Plan

Gardiner Expressway
Maintenance Access
Study

The rehabilitation plan articulates an approach and project timeline
to the phased maintenance and upkeep plan for the whole Gardiner
structure.

Key Findings

• Environmental assessments are complete and preliminary detailed design is underway, providing an opportunity to
coordinate with recommendations and implement findings of the public realm plans.
• The Gardiner Rehabilitation Plan supports “state of good repair” improvements. Beyond simply maintaining the status
quo, the City is exploring the spaces under and around the Gardiner as part of the 30% design for Lower Yonge.
• Opportunity to embed framework objectives for future rehabilitation works and commit to improving the performance
and experience of the Gardiner by integrating resilient placemaking strategies in tandem with upcoming phases of the
rehabilitation plan.
• Opportunity to activate the 3.5m layby lanes required for maintenance

Reviews the area between Jarvis Street and Cherry Street to ensure that
the public realm plan does not impede access. The report focuses on
the north side of the Gardiner as the south side improvements will not
change existing access conditions.
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At a high level, this preliminary analysis revealed broad alignment
between the thematic priorities captured in existing planning policy
documents, and the key framework principles of the Under Gardiner
PRP. This analysis also revealed a gap in the policy landscape itself,
demonstrating that that the corridor is largely excluded from the purview
of most policy areas, which has positioned the Gardiner Expressway as
an edge or boundary rather than a site unto itself. Again, the perception
of the Gardiner Corridor as a physical and psychological barrier is not
an immutable fact, but rather a reflection of cultural priorities. Recent
projects like the Gardiner Environmental Assessment and the Lake Shore
Boulevard East Public Realm Plan, demonstrate that this perspective is
changing.

of interlaced spaces that brings renewed visibility to the thousandyear history of the land, connecting to former waterways and sites of
significant ecological activity.
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Although it may appear static, the relationship between infrastructure
and ecology is constantly evolving, as is our relationship with the
shoreline of Lake Ontario. Making good on the our commitment to
the land means leading with landscape as we design interconnected
public realm experiences. This also includes the symbiotic relationship
between land, water, and the plants and animals that were once here,
and a renewed understanding of the impact of man made infrastructure

The City’s Official Plan recognizes that “the key to successfully shaping
Downtown’s future is to improve connections within the public realm
and create places that foster public life”. It emphasises that the city’s
streets, sidewalks and public spaces are not just links between activities
but can be places to be enjoyed in their own right. This perspective
is emphasised by more recent policies, such as the parks and public
realm considerations within the Downtown Secondary Plan.

The Downtown Secondary Plan recognizes the value and opportunity
the Under Gardiner Corridor presents and provides further direction
regarding the importance of an interconnected network public spaces.
The Downtown Plan includes policies regarding the 'Shoreline Stitch',
which is described as a network of public realm improvements that
will improve access to existing community assets and create new
civic destinations. The Shoreline Stitch identifies a dynamic network
Figure 21: TOcore: Parks and Public Realm Plan, The Shoreline Stitch.
UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN
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Figure 22: Diagram highlighting the three strands of the Shoreline Stitch: The
Rail Corridor; Queens Quay; and the Under Gardiner

on the landscape at a policy level.
As per the Downtown Plan, key components of the Shoreline Stitch will
improve visual and physical connectivity for pedestrians and cyclists
north-south crossing Lake Shore Boulevard, and east-west along the
length of the Under Gardiner itself. The vision calls for improvements to
pedestrian safety, comfort and accessibility, and establishes a cohesive
and continuous public realm for the benefit of both residents and visitors,
as well as the City as a whole.
The Under Gardiner is an essential connective strand that links the
projects and initiatives of the Shoreline Stitch, and has untapped
potential to mend physical and psychological barriers between the
three main axes identified in the plan: the rail corridor and future rail
deck initiatives; the Queens Quay promenade; and the Under Gardiner
Corridor. These three strands weave through many cultural destinations
and recreational amenities and will also be book-ended by two major
public transit hubs planned for the Ontario Line.

Gardiner Expressway
Rail Corridor
Queen's Quay Corridor

Future QQE Expansion
Planned Streets

The Ontario Line is a generational investment in transit infrastructure.
The western terminus of the Ontario Line and junction with Regional GO
rail service will be located at Exhibition Station, in Liberty Village (at
the Gardiner). At the east end of the Under Gardiner, the East Harbour
Station will be another important transit hub. The Under Gardiner PRP
presents an opportunity to leverage this investment and the regional
access it affords with new active transportation routes, maximizing
impact and encouraging ridership. The Under Gardiner spaces are key
components of a last mile strategy, providing direct access to many
destinations in proximity to these new stations.
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3.2 Active Municipal Initiatives

In preparing this background report, The project team looked to the 2004
Fort York Neighbourhood Public Realm Plan (FYNPRP), for an indication
of how the ideas and priorities were implemented and advanced over
the ensuing years. Although the Fort York Neighbourhood Public Realm
Plan precedes the inception of the Bentway by over a decade, it includes
a section speaking specifically to the latent potential and opportunities
of the areas Under the Gardiner. Despite nearly two decades of
development in the surrounding area, the Plan’s recommendations are
prescient and provide a solid foundation upon which to build.
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The Fort York Public Realm Plan identifies principles relevant to Under
the Gardiner corridor, such as:

• Promoting access and visibility from adjacent streets and building
frontages;
• Prioritizing public art and urban planting opportunities;
• Facilitate temporary installations and pop up activations; and
• Plan for universally accessible recreation, cultural and commercial
uses.

Although some of the ideas around activation and recreational uses
below the Gardiner did not emerge exactly as anticipated the premise
of increased access for recreation and cultural programming have.
Consider figure 21, an excerpt from the FYNPRP highlighting the
potential use of under Gardiner spaces as basketball courts.
The courts at Underpass Park are one example of a linear extension
of this kind of thinking. As part of the Playing in Public 2021 Spring
Summer program at The Bentway, Esmaa Mohamoud’s Double Dribble
installation took the familiar premise of a basketball court to explore
questions of accessibility, agency, and representation.
UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN

Figure 23: Double Dribble by Esmaa Mohamoud, image by Jack Landau (top),
conceptual rendering from the Fort York Public Realm Plan (bottom).
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Collaboration and Coordination
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One of the key directives implicit in Councillor Cressy’s members
motion is the creation of a platform to foster interdepartmental
collaboration and coordination between The Bentway and City
departments. Additionally, there is an opportunity to consolidate
municipal initiatives currently being advanced. The Under Gardiner
PRP will identify synergies and prioritize opportunities to advance
shared objectives between City Staff, land owners, and other
stakeholders more efficiently.

In addition to a preliminary review of planning materials, over the
course of 2021 Bentway staff met with staff from Transportation
Services, Community Planning, Engineering and Construction
Services, Parks, Forestry and Recreation, Economic Development and
Culture, and the Waterfront Secretariat to get a first-hand account
of the many municipal projects and initiatives that will inform and
impact the development of the Under Gardiner PRP.

Gardiner Maintenance and Upkeep

From an operational perspective The Bentway continues to work closely
with Transportation Services, Engineering and Construction Services
and the local Councillor's office to explore how Gardiner maintenance
programs and protocols can be optimized to prioritize the safety of
emerging Under Gardiner public spaces, and how new efficiencies can
be found.

Annual maintenance cycles, which impact the performance and capacity
of the Under Gardiner public realm, include; annual Gardiner storm drain
flushing, as well as bi-annual hammer sounding and proactive chipping
work. Longer-term initiatives such as storm drain replacements and the
repair of the Gardiner bents themselves also impact active use below
and efforts are underway to coordinate disruptions to public access
during these windows.

Figure 24: Gardiner rehabilitation on highway deck
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Vision Zero

Transportation Services

Building on the 2016 Vision Zero Road Safety Plan to eliminate fatalities
and serious injuries on city streets, the 2019 update, Vision Zero 2.0,
shifts the focus from short term improvements to take a targeted
stance implementing the most effective actions: reducing speed limits,
making improvements to the street geometry and design parameters,
addressing mid-block pedestrian crossings and turning collisions
at signalized intersections through a combination of education and
engagement efforts in addition to physical upgrades to the street
network itself.
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There are a number of ongoing Transportation projects that present
opportunities to realize shared objectives of increased connectivity,
cycling network prioritization, pedestrian/cyclist safety, and integrated
cultural assets. Transportation Services identified several major
projects in and adjacent to the Under Gardiner PRP area of influence,
such as Liberty Village New Street between Dufferin Street and Strachan
Avenue; the Lower Yonge Pre-Design; The Gardiner East Environmental
Assessment and Lake Shore Boulevard East Public Realm Plan; updates
to the Cycling Network Plan and Vision Zero 2.0.
In addition to these physical infrastructure investment efforts there
are several collaborative initiatives underway, such as StreetARToronto
and Waterfront ReConnect. Both project streams aim to improve the
quality and experience of city streets by creating clear landmarks that
aid in navigation and reveal the layered histories that have shaped the
urban environment. These initiatives also highlight an ongoing need
to engage Transportation Services and Engineering and Construction
Services in the meaningful oversight, review and an approvals of
proposed design interventions and demonstration projects.

The Vision Zero approach prioritizes the safety of vulnerable road users,
pedestrians, cyclists, children and seniors, in recognition of the fact
that “human life should be prioritized over all other objectives within
all aspects of the transportation system”. According to the City’s Vision
Zero Mapping tool, since 2017 there have been 15 fatalities and serious
injuries attributed to collisions along the Lake Shore Boulevard corridor
within the Under Gardiner PRP primary study area, one death and 14
serious injuries. That jumps to at least 20 if if the eastern secondary
study area is added, another death and at least 4 more serious injuries.

Figure 25: Pedestrian crossing the Gardiner on-ramp at Bay Street.
UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN
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Parks, Forestry and Recreation
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Staff from Parks, Forestry and Recreation (PFR) highlighted the need to
consider the potential of unconventional spaces for parks acquisition
and capital investment. The cumulative effect of intensification,
development pressure and population growth in the core presents
mounting challenges in respond to key parks priorities. From the
restoration of industrial landmarks at Bathurst Quay Neighbourhood in
the west to the transformation of a parking lot and an off ramp into Rees
and Love Parks respectively in the centre, through to the Lower Yonge
Precinct Plan, East Bayfront, Quayside sites there are transformational
changes coming along the length of the central waterfront. Along with
exciting capital improvements there is, from an operational perspective,
an acknowledgment of the impact and flexibility of creative partnerships
and alternate approaches to governance and stewardship.

Figure 26: Rendering of Love Park, Claude Cormier + Associés in collaboration
with gh3*.

Regarding the Under Gardiner PRP. Parks, Forestry and Recreation staff
highlighted the opportunity to make significant contributions toward
a seamless public realm, by expanding, improving and establishing
key connections between existing elements of the Parks and Public
Realm network and new capital investments. Further mitigating the
perception of the Under Gardiner/Lake Shore Boulevard as a barrier for
pedestrians and cyclists in both north-south and east-west directions.
Finally, PFR staff re-iterated that Queens Quay, the Under Gardiner, and
Rail Corridor comprise the three strands of the Shoreline Stitch, should
be advanced in a coordinated fashion.

Figure 27: Rendering of Rees Ridge, Brook McIlroy and wHY Studio.
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Lake Shore Boulevard East Public Realm Plan

Gardiner Expressway Reconfiguration and Deck Rehabilitation

In conjunction with the realignment of the Gardiner Expressway and the
re-naturalization of the Don River, the City has produced a public realm
plan for the length of Lake Shore Boulevard east of Jarvis Street, to the
Don River. Advanced through collaboration between Waterfront Toronto,
Transportation Services, and the Waterfront Secretariat, the Lake Shore
Boulevard East Public Realm Design Vision provides principles that will
be applied to the length of the Corridor. Drawing on the principles and
design precedent established by the Lake Shore Boulevard East Public
Realm Plan the Under Gardiner Public Realm Plan will seek to:

Since 2013, The City of Toronto has been advancing plans to rehabilitate,
realign and reinvest in the Gardiner Expressway. Across the length of
the elevated corridor there is critical work to ensure a state of good
repair now and in the future. A Strategic Rehabilitation Plan was
developed concurrently with an Environmental Assessment of the
Gardiner Expressway East, which together reaffirm a commitment to
the highway as a critical connector between the Queen Elizabeth Way,
Don Valley Parkway, and Lake Shore Boulevard. In addition to the visual
impact of the aging structure, compounding effects of heavy usage,
frequent freeze-thaw weather cycles, and an abundance of road salt
have resulted in the need for deck rehabilitation across the length of
the elevated highway. This work is taking place in phases, beginning
with sections most in need of repair, and is anticipated to conclude in
2031 with the realignment of the Lake Shore Blvd East and the Gardiner
east of Cherry Street.
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• Harmonize continuous landscape identity and wayfinding strategy;
• Prioritize traffic calming and Vision Zero objectives;
• Rebalance multimodal mobility to improve east-west connectivity
along the corridor itself;
• Improve north-south connectivity by enhancing key intersection;
• Design for sustainable maintenance and upkeep of infrastructure
and public realm.
The Lake Shore Boulevard East Public Realm Plan identifies a number of
“Quick Start” projects that can serve as demonstration projects to pilot
new strategies at key intersections (Jarvis, Sherbourne, Parliament, and
Cherry Streets), emphasize north-south connectivity; introduce human
scale design considerations; improve the cycling and multi use path
system; and introduce salt-phytoremediation planting and stormwater
management systems.

The intent of the Under Gardiner PRP is to complement and extend
principles of the Lake Shore Boulevard East Public Realm Plan, by
replicating common design features and strategies throughout the
length of the Under Gardiner.

UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN

Investment in the deck rehabilitation presents a unique opportunity
to engage in public realm improvements concurrently with work on
specific sections. Notably, The Bentway was the first major project
to be completed below a section of rehabilitated Gardiner, between
Strachan Avenue and Grand Magazine Street.
Similarly, the realignment of Lake Shore Boulevard East and the removal
of large sections of the elevated expressway between Cherry Street
and Logan Avenue will unlock large swathes of area to be developed,
parkland area to established, and ecological areas at the mouth of
the Don Valley River to be reclaimed. With alignment to revitalization
efforts, there are opportunities for the Gardiner to give back to the
public realm and maximize the impact of concurrent major infrastructure
investments.
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Figure 28: Gardiner rehabilitation work in
progress near Jarvis Street, 2020
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4.0

INTENT AND OBJECTIVES

The Bentway itself represents an innovative approach to engaging with
and enhancing the utility of infrastructure for multiple user groups. The
Bentway locates the significance of place and civic identity squarely
at the intersection of radical accessibility and inclusion, social and
environmental resilience, and dynamic multi-functional infrastructure,
serving as a proof of concept of the latent potential of the Gardiner and
other underused urban landscapes across the city. Informed by this
approach, the underlying premise of the Under Gardiner PRP similarly
rejects the notion of mono-functional solutions in favor of dynamic
and responsive approaches that center the social, environmental and
cultural impact of the Gardiner Expressway at a human scale. The Plan
will encourage innovative thinking about what a public space is and
how it functions by embracing the dynamic design potential of Under
Gardiner spaces to reposition the highway as a flexible, hybrid and
responsive civic asset.

reflected by the effort of stakeholders such as Waterfront Toronto, the
Waterfront and Toronto Downtown West BIA’s, the Fort York National
Historic Site and the numerous development projects along the
corridor. With the support of local residents, communities, and visitors,
a coordinated approach to the development of the public realm with
consideration for connectivity and mobility improvements along the
Gardiner can unlock the potential for these unique spaces to support
multiple experiences under one roof. The Under Gardiner can support
sites for experimentation that foster new relationships between industry
and nature, with the opportunity to improve upon the relationship to
Lake Ontario and explore new strategies for storm water management,
wind harvesting and mitigation and acoustic dampening.
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This aspirational thinking and vision for the Gardiner is shared and

UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN
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4.1 Project Tactics
To realize the full potential of the Gardiner as civic infrastructure, it is critical that these efforts are anchored by clearly articulated tactics that work
in tandem to support an aligned approach among partners and stakeholders. The overarching objectives of the Under Gardiner PRP are threefold;
to establish guidelines to support a cohesive vision for the Under Gardiner as a key component of the ‘Shoreline Stitch; to set specific parameters
and priorities for infrastructure investment and improvements; and to allow for effective implementation and coordination between private sector
government and community-based initiatives.
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To provide further detail the following key tactics provide the basis for a strategic approach. The Under Gardiner PRP will:

• Identify and solve for infrastructure challenges such as stormwater • Support the advancement of pilot projects and prototypes that
management, cycling and pedestrian safety, and ongoing
highlight shared interest between municipal efforts and local
maintenance needs
stakeholders;
• Recommend short, medium and long-term opportunities for public
realm and mobility improvements that align with existing work by
public and private partners;

• Define the scope and timeframe for various initiatives impacting
the Under Gardiner, in order to facilitate investment and promote
engagement in the process of transformation

• Establish a cohesive sense of place for the Gardiner corridor
that builds off of established City wayfinding systems, material
palettes, approaches planting and vegetation, and more;
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4.2 Preliminary Framework Principles and Objectives

In the development of the Under Gardiner PRP, a set of preliminary framework principles have also been developed. The principles outlined below are
directly informed by the contributions and feedback provided by stakeholders along the corridor and highlight commonly identified opportunities for
the Under Gardiner PRP. These principles include:

DRAFT

FROM OBSTACLE TO CONNECTOR

PRIORITIZE THE PUBLIC REALM

Objective: Create inviting physical and visual connections that link
neighborhoods, community assets, transportation hubs and public rightof-way in order to address concerns around safety and accessibility of
Under Gardiner spaces.

Objective: Guide the design of distinctive and exceptional public
and semi-public spaces taking into consideration the operational
requirements to maintain the Gardiner, while improving safety and
accessibility.

Figure 29: Underpass Park, Toronto

Figure 30: The Underline, Miami

UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN
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HARNESS THE GARDINER’S UNIQUE CHARACTER

FROM HIGHWAY TO HYBRID INFRASTRUCTURE

Objective: Enhance the corridor's identity through design and
programming strategies that celebrate its uniquely urban quality, built
heritage, layered history and distinct communities.

Objective: Develop protocols and budgets to support an efficient and
coordinated approach to Under Gardiner maintenance and upkeep,
leading to new efficiencies, cost savings, and a cohesive vision for
long-term viability.

Figure 31: The Bentway (Phase 1), Toronto

Figure 32: Caulfield to Dandenong Elevated Rail Project, Victoria, Australia
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ADVOCATE FOR EQUITABLE AND SUSTAINABLE GROWTH

RESILIENT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FOR TORONTO’S RECOVERY

Objective: Support the development of socially and economically
resilient public infrastructure that addresses long-standing
environmental and public health concerns along the Gardiner.

Objective: Aid the city's economic recovery by repurposing
underutilized infrastructure, investing in downtown neighbourhoods,
and developing creative programming for residents and visitors alike.

Figure 33: El-Space, New York City
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Figure 34: The Bentway (Phase 1), Toronto
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Figure 35: View west from median beside
Yonge Street off-ramp
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5.0

OUTREACH AND ENGAGEMENT

The primary objectives of the Under Gardiner PRP public engagement
strategy are threefold:
• To understand and prioritize local interests in the transformation of
the Under Gardiner;

development industry, road users, and members of the public. Effective
consultation and engagement should help to establish a common
understanding of issues, needs and opportunities along the Gardiner
corridor.
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• To inform the public of the latent opportunities and challenges
inherent to the Under Gardiner; and

• To ensure the proposed direction and recommendations align with
and respond to local issues and concerns

The output of a dynamic engagement process make evident the
mutual understandings and shared priorities reflective of the diverse
perspectives of existing and anticipated users. Informed by a broad
consultation process the Under Gardiner PRP will serve as a guiding
document to help to align the efforts of various City departments, the

UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN
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5.1 Community Stakeholder Groups
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The consultation strategy will need to address both local and citywide/regional
impacts and considerations. It will utilize methods and media that are accessible
and engaging for a diversity of constituencies, demographics and stakeholders,
and employ an equity-focused lens, prioritizing accessibility and representation
from a diversity of lived experiences and backgrounds.

Local Interests

City-Wide Interests

Business Improvement Associations

Cycling and Safety Advocates

Resident Associations

Public Space Accessibility Advocates

Employees and Regular Patrons

Arts, Culture, and Economic
Development Advocates
Visitors and Tourists
Transit and Transportation
Specialists
Land Owners and Property Management Indigenous and Racialized
Communities
Unhoused Community Members
New Canadians and Recent
Immigrants
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5.2 Criteria for Feedback
As there is no one size fits all approach to public consultation, we will
employ a mixed methods engagement model. In addition to conventional
public meetings and virtual townhall formats, we will pursue a targeted
outreach strategy to engage a broader cross section of public. Online
surveys and participatory mapping platforms will help to ensure that
there are many opportunities for the public to identify concerns and
provide input, comments or suggestions.

Value of Demonstration Projects: Test Trial Transform

Further, drawing on The Bentway's expertise animating public space
through artistic and design interventions the Under Gardiner PRP will
leverage the creative output of public art programming to help manifest
these exciting opportunities and drive these important conversations
in a manner that is tangible and easily understood. It is vital that we
bring these conversations to the public and meet people where they
are at.

Over the past few years Torontonians have experienced the impact of
pilot projects such as, street side patios and Active Streets TO, as well
as larger projects like King Street Transit Priority Corridor or Lake Shore
Boulevard East Public Realm. The City is building on a track record of
successful short-term urban interventions that provide the impetus for
new uses and innovative possibilities.
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To support dynamic engagement and meaningful consultation we will
strive to:

• Help frame productive consultation by providing sharing research
and analysis;
• Drive conversation through programing, demonstrations, and project
partnerships;
• Leverage online tools such as Social Pinpoint (a participatory
mapping platform);
• Solicit stories in a variety of media to capture intangible qualities of
place.

UNDER GARDINER PUBLIC REALM PLAN

Extending The Bentway’s innovative approach, which demonstrates
the Gardiner’s capacity to serve as a creative amenity, a site for
experimentation and shared space for the city at large, the Under
Gardiner PRP will leverage demonstration projects that test the
recommendations of the Public Realm Plan through real-time prototypes.

The Bentway is currently leading one such initiative in partnership
with the Waterfront BIA, Downtown West BIA and the City of Toronto
- the Waterfront ReConnect Design Competition. The competition is
an example of working with local stakeholders, residents, and City
officials to explore public realm and mobility improvements along the
length of the Gardiner Expressway. The proposed design interventions,
which will remain in place for a 2-year period prior to the deck
rehabilitation, represent an opportunity to test out experimental and
innovative approaches to enhancing the public realm under the Gardiner
Expressway at key intersections along its length. These demonstration
projects serve as active touchpoints and opportunities for public
feedback and engagement.
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Figure 36: The Entire City Project: The Gardiner Expressway, Lake Shore Boulevard, and The Bentway. 2018.
		
By Michael Awad [3 details]. Image courtesy of Michael Awad / MAAS Arts & Design Studios.
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